
3 & 7. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DULL CHARACTERISTICS
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Code Reason pulled

BHA Change Bottomhole Assembly

LIH Left in Hole

CM Condition Mud

LOG Run Logs

CP Core Point

PP Pump Pressure

DMF Downhole Motor Failure

PR Downhole Motor Failure

RIG Rig Repair

DSF Drill String Failure

TD Total Depth/Casing Depth

DST Drill Stem Test

TQ Torque

DTF Downhole Tool Failure

TW Twist Off

FM Formation Change

WC Weather Conditions

HP Hole Problems

WO Washout

HR Hours on Bit

 The column “primary dull” records the wear of cutting structure elements or significant wear, 
which characterizes the condition of the bit after the last POOH. The same codes describe “secondary 
dull” of the bit, which characterizes the condition of the body and the destruction of cutting structure 
elements and determines the possibility of its further use.

4. BIT PROFILE AND LOCATION
 The letter code is used to indicate the location of the area on the cutting surface of the bit, 
where marked the main “primary dull” reflected in column 3. This can be: C (cone) - inner cone; N (nose) 
– nose sector; T (taper) - outer taper; S (shoulder) - shoulder; G (gauge) – gauge parts; A - all locations. One 
or more wear areas can be specified.

8. REASON PULLED
 The column “Reason pulled” indicates the reasons why drilling was interrupted and the bit 
was pulled out. Codes such as PP, PR, TQ entered in the table may indirectly indicate problems with the 
bit condition.

Code Description

WT Worn Cutters

LN Lost Nozzle

BT Broken Cutters

LT Lost Cutters

BU Balled Up

CR Cored

PN Plugged Nozzle/Flow Passage

CT Chipped Cutters

RO Ring Out

BF Bond Failure

DL Delaminated Cutters

ER Erosion

WO Washed Out

HC Heat Checking

JD Junk Damage

NO No Dull Characteristics

RR Rerunnable

NR Not Rerunnable
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WT Worn Cutters

LN Lost Nozzle

BT Broken Cutters

LT Lost Cutters PN Plugged Nozzle/Flow Passage

BU Balled Up

CR Cored

СT Chipped Cutters

RO Ring Out

BF Bond Failure

DL Delaminated Cutters

ER Erosion

WO Washed Out

HC Heat Checking

JD Junk Damage

6. GAUGE

Designation Dull in inches Dull in 
millimeters

Fractions of 
an inch

Values

I (IN) 0/16 0,000 0

1 1/16 0,063 1,59

2 2/16 0,125 3,18

3 3/16 0,188 4,76

4 4/16 0,250 6,35

5 5/16 0,313 7,94

6 6/16 0,375 9,53

7 7/16 0,438 11,11

8 8/16 0,500 12,70

9 9/16 0,563 14,29

10 10/16 0,625 15,88

 The condition of the bit gauges that touch 
the wellbore walls and the change in diameter 
are described in the column “Gauge”. For PDC bits 
diameter is measured using nominal (IADC standard) 
gauge rings. An I or IN code indicates that the bit 
retained its diameter. In case of loss of diameter, the 
measurement result in mm should be rounded to the 
nearest value given in the table and the code should 
be determined.

1 & 2. INNER AND OUTER ROWS CUTTERS WEAR
    Cutters on the bit surface may be divided into 2 groups: “inner” and “outer”.
Note: For core bits the centerline runs along the inner diameter.
For bicentric bits the whole pilot section refers to “inner rows”.

 The wear of the cutters is measured across the diamond layer 
regardless of the shape, size and protrusion of the cutter. Wear is measured on 
an 8-point scale from 0 to 8: «0» - no wear, «8» - complete wear. A value of «4» 
indicates that the wear is -50%.

The average wear for the inner row cutters:
(0+1+1+2+2)/5 = 1,2 round to 1.

The average wear for the outer row cutters:
(3+4+5)/3 = 4.

    The goal of the IADC Fixed Cutter PDC Bit Evaluation System is to standardize worn out bits 
for physical characterization and analysis. Bit wear is evaluated after each pull out to surface. The data is 
entered into the table, while column 5 “bearing/seals” for PDC bits is not filled.
The objectives of the bit condition evaluation are:
- Determination of bit suitability for further use;
- Determination the suitability of bit for restoration;
- Selection of conditions under which a particular bit can be used in the future;
- Analysis of wear dynamics of tool in order to optimize bit design.

EXAMPLES

 As an example let’s consider the description of one bit after each of the three runs. As tables 
show NO coding is used in the absence of traces of cutter destruction. RR coding, in turn, indicates that 
in case of a certain “primary dull” there are no factors that prevent further use of the bit.
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NO X IN RR BHA
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CT G X 1 RR TD

 The NR code in the “secondary dull” column is indicated when the combination of wear 
factors for the cutting structure and the bit body during its subsequent use can lead to undesirable 
consequences. Let’s consider the following situations as an example.

 In case of higher hardness rocks in the section, untimely stop drilling caused the bit to operate 
under conditions that led to overheating of cutters (HC) over the entire surface. Despite the integrity 
of all cutters and the preservation of the nominal bit diameter, its further use will lead to the complete 
destruction of the cutting structure.
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HC A X IN NR FM

REJECTING WORN OUT BITS
Definitely the bit is not suitable for work in case of RO – ring out and CR – cored. In other cases the 
following signs of wear can be indicated as a recommendation for the rejection of used bits: HC – heat 
checking over the entire surface, ER - significant erosion around the cutting elements, in which the 
cutters are 2/3 or more open, WO – washed out body from the inside, around the nozzles seats with 
damage to the threaded connection by caverns, LN – loss of one or more nozzles in the bit body, WT 
– cutters worn to a level that affects the decrease rate of penetration, JD - numerous damage to the 
structure and the bit body as a result of metal at the bottomhole.

Irreversible wear of the bit body (impossibility of further restoration) leads to a decrease in diameter by 
more than:

By 3.0 mm for bits with a diameter of 295.3-311.2 mm;
By 2.5 mm for bits with a diameter of 215.9-220.7 mm;
By 2.0 mm for bits with a diameter of 214.3 mm and less.

    In case of LT or significant BT of one or several cutters and without visible signs of the RO, the bit should 
not be used in the future if the specified cutting structure destruction leads to a decrease in the overlap 
ratio Кп to a value of 2 and less; otherwise the bit can still drill minor intervals. The overlap ratio Кп 
characterizes the number of cutters overlapping each other at each point of rock destruction. As shown 
in Figure 41, Кп depends on the bit design.

For core bits: in case LT or significant BT of one or more cutters located in the 1st row from the center 
(core-forming cutters), refrain from further use.
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